It is well known that projection operators are typical elements in Boolean algebras, and a number of relevant theorems have been proved for commutative projections.
INTRODUCTION
If p and q are two linear projections on a vector space V over C, we say they nearly commute if PqP = qP and 4134 = Pq' (1) We say they antinearly commute if PqP = Pq and qPq = qP. (2) two operators on sets of nearly commuting projections. Section 5 derives orthogonal projections from nearly commuting projections, and Section 6 does a decomposition of projections using orthogonal projections.
EXAMPLES
Let V be the vector space of functions f : C" + @. Let 
p(f)(-,,~g,23) =f(~),O,=.,y)
and
df >( 21, z2> 23) =f(q,O,O).
Then p and q are commuting projections on V. Now let
p(f)(z,, z,> 3) =f(O,O, z,)
and Then Pdf)(%, z2, =J
=fCO, 1, I), w7(f)(%~ zz> "3) =f(R 1,1>> qp(f)(z,, z2>4 =f(O,O, 11, wdf)(z,, 227 4 =f(O,%l).

Thus
In general, if V is the set of functions f: C" + C, the projections which substitute the same constant for different arguments all commute; whereas the projections which substitute different constants for arguments, in general, nearly commute.
Let p and q be linear projections on a vector space V over a= and let a and b be two elements in V such that a E Ran(Z -p) and b E Ran(Z -q>. Also, let P(x) = a + p(x)and Q(x) = b + q(x)forall x E V. Then P2 = P and Q" = Q, i.e., P and Q are affine projections on V (see Wilde [l] >. If p and q commute, then in general PQP = PQ and QPQ = QP. Also, PQP = PQ if and only if pqp = pq. Our final example is a set of (n + 2) X (n + 2) matrices over C. Let al,az,..., a, E @. Let Eij be the (n + 2) X (n + 2) matrix with a 1 in the (i,j) spot and O's elsewhere. Let pi = E,, + a,E,,
, n, and let qj = Ez+j,2+j for j = 1,2,. . , n. Then pi pj = pj and pjp, = pi for i #j; and ql,..., and j in {1,2, . , . , i.e., pi + qi and pj + qi + qj nearly commute.
MISCELLANEOUS PROPERTIES
We prove the following theorem. Proof.
(1): Easy.
(2): r nearly commutes with p9 because and r( p9)r = rp(9r) = 7)7(7-9r) = (rpr)9r = (prI9r = p(r9r) = p(9r) = (p9)r (p9)r( p9) = p9(rp)9 = p(rpI9 = ( prp)9 = (r7)9 = t-C p9).
This rest is just more calculation. (4): Let x E Ran p and y E Ran 9; then p(x) = x and 9(y) = y, and Then we can prove the following.
THEOREM 2.
(4) 
(4) Zf p, x, y E X, then F,(xy) = F,(x)F,( y). (5) Ifp, x, y E X, th (6) Zf p, x, y E x, en FP,C,cx + y -xy> = F,(x) + F,(y) -F,(x)F,(y).
F& y)F,(x). then F,(x + xy -yx) = F,(x) + F,(x)F,(y) -
Proof.
We need only prove (2). The relation is 
ORTHOGONAL PROJECTIONS
In Section 2, we displayed linear projections E,, E,, E,, E, which were functions of p and q, and which were four orthogonal projections adding to I. Let p,, p,, . . , p, _ 1, p, be n + 1 linear projections on V that pair-wise nearly commute. Suppose E,, E,, . . . , E,. are functions of p,, p,, . . .T P,-1 that are 2" orthogonal projections that add to I. Then p,E, p, = Ei p,, and we have the following theorem. 
By Theorem 8, these triples of p, q, r, p', q', and r' are orthogonal.
We generalize these formulas to n projections.
Let pi, p,, . . . , p, be n linear, pairwise nearly commuting projections on V, let pi" = pi, and let pl!"' = pl for i = 1,. , n. 
where C denotes the same type of sum. By Theorem 6, P,, . . . , P, pairwise 
